Effects of symptoms of ADHD, ODD, and cognitive functioning on social acceptance and the positive illusory bias in children.
To examine the effects of symptoms of ADHD and ODD and cognitive functioning on social acceptance and positive bias in children. The sample consisted of 86 children (49 girls) between 7 and 13 years old, recruited to reflect a wide range of ADHD symptoms. Parents and teachers reported on ADHD and ODD symptoms and social acceptance. Children reported on social acceptance and were given tasks measuring working memory, inhibition and reaction-time variability. A discrepancy score between child and adult reports of social acceptance was used as a measure of positive bias. Inattention independently explained variance in social acceptance. The cognitive factors were related to social acceptance and the positive bias, but not beyond the ADHD and ODD symptoms. It is primarily disruptive behavior that contributes to external reports of children's social acceptance.